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ABSTRACT Deposition of linear DNA molecules is a critical step in many single-

molecule genomic approaches including DNA mapping, ﬁber-FISH, and several
emerging sequencing technologies. In the ideal situation, the DNA that is
deposited for these experiments is absolutely linear and uniformly stretched,
thereby enabling accurate distance measurements. However, this is rarely the
case, and furthermore, current approaches for the capture and linearization of DNA
on a surface tend to require complex surface preparation and large amounts of
starting material to achieve genomic-scale mapping. This makes them technically demanding and prevents their application in emerging ﬁelds of
genomics, such as single-cell based analyses. Here we describe a simple and extremely eﬃcient approach to the deposition and linearization of genomic
DNA molecules. We employ droplets containing as little as tens of picograms of material and simply drag them, using a pipet tip, over a polymer-coated
coverslip. In this report we highlight one particular polymer, Zeonex, which is remarkably eﬃcient at capturing DNA. We characterize the method of DNA
capture on the Zeonex surface and ﬁnd that the use of droplets greatly facilitates the eﬃcient deposition of DNA. This is the result of a circulating ﬂow in
the droplet that maintains a high DNA concentration at the interface of the surface/solution. Overall, our approach provides an accessible route to the study
of genomic structural variation from samples containing no more than a handful of cells.
KEYWORDS: molecular combing . DNA mapping . ﬁber-FISH . DNA deposition . rolling droplet . coﬀee ring eﬀect .
single-molecule imaging

D

NA mapping14 and ﬁber-FISH5,6 experiments are routinely used in the
study of genome structure711 and
the physical validation of sequence assemblies1215 as well as in diagnostic1619 and
epigenomic studies.2023 Crucially, these experiments oﬀer a tool that is rapid to implement and derives information on a large scale,
which complements that typically derived
from sequencing. Emerging sequencing technologies, such as those employing electron
microscopy,24 promise to link this long-range
information with a base-by-base readout.
With the exception of nanochannelbased approaches, which are technically
extremely demanding, all of these technologies rely on the deposition and linearization of DNA on a surface for imaging. In an
ideal case, the DNA that is deposited is
absolutely linear and uniformly stretched
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such that accurate distance measurements
(with units of (kilo)base pairs) can be made
along the DNA molecule. Furthermore,
for emerging applications, such as singlecell mapping11,25 where the concentration
of DNA is as low as picograms per microliter,
the eﬃciency of the DNA deposition process must be extremely high.
There are two important elements that
enable the deposition of linearized DNA
molecules, i.e., a surface capable of spontaneous DNA capture and a mechanism to
extend the DNA. Typically, DNA is deposited using either a surface carrying a net
positive charge (e.g., functionalized with
poly-L-lysine) that attracts the negatively
charged DNA backbone or a surface modiﬁed with a hydrophobic compound.26
In the ﬁrst case, deposition of DNA
on a positively charged surface requires an
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We experimented with many of these approaches
for DNA deposition and were surprised to ﬁnd one
polymer, Zeonex, which has remarkable performance
in terms of DNA capture, in comparison to the others
we tested. We focused on using this polymer to develop a reproducible, robust method for DNA deposition.
Our goal has been to understand and optimize deposition eﬃciency with the aim of producing a uniform
surface coverage of DNA molecules that are stretched
in a predictable fashion, from small sample volumes
and at low DNA concentrations (i.e., picograms per
microliter).
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extensional force from a ﬂowing solution in order
to linearize the DNA.27 This force arises as a result of
a velocity gradient close to the surface, along the
direction of ﬂow.28 Several methodologies have been
proposed to create this ﬂow, most notably microﬂuidic
chambers,29 spin-coating,30,31 capillary ﬂow in evaporating droplets,32,33 or simply smearing a solution across
a surface by dropping a glass slide onto a droplet.34,35
While DNA deposition eﬃciency is high using this
approach, the DNA is prone to large deviations in
direction during deposition, and this can make it
diﬃcult to reliably measure distances along the DNA
molecule.
In the second case, the deposition of DNA on a
hydrophobic surface, a pH of approximately 6 encourages partial melting of the duplex and facilitates
spontaneous tethering of the DNA at its extremities
to the surface.36 This approach, known as molecular
combing,37 relies on translation of the liquidair interface (commonly referred to as the meniscus) over the
tethered DNA, uniformly overstretching the DNA to
150% of its crystallographic length.26 The stretching
of molecules is independent of ﬂuid ﬂow and instead
is dependent upon the surface tension at the receding
contact line.26 DNA molecules deposited in this way
are aligned perpendicular to the moving contact line,
improving the reproducibility of measurements along
the molecule.
The most notable attempts for creating a moving
contact line have been by the use of a reservoir into
which the modiﬁed coverslip is dipped5,36,38 and using
an evaporating droplet on the modiﬁed coverslip.37,39
While these approaches work well for many applications, they suﬀer from several practical drawbacks.
For example, the use of a reservoir of DNA solution
into which a coverslip is immersed and then slowly
withdrawn requires a relatively large amount of starting material (e.g., Michalet et al.5 use a total of 1 mg
DNA in a 4 mL reservoir), while an evaporating droplet
is severely limited in the surface area it can cover
(ca. 0.73 mm2 for a droplet of 2 μL on a hydrophobic
surface) and hence the amount of material that can be
deposited.
The hydrophobic surfaces for molecular combing are generally functionalized using silane chemistry.5,26,36,37,4042 However, numerous reports in the
literature have shown that the structure and quality
of this silane ﬁlm are critically dependent on the
dryness of the solution, humidity, temperature, reaction time, and pretreatment of the substrate.38,4347 In
our experience, these parameters can prove rather
diﬃcult to control under standard laboratory conditions. As an alternative, some groups have attempted
to use polymer spin-coating as opposed to silanization.
Most notable among the polymers employed for this
purpose are poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA),36,39,41
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS),40 and polystyrene (PS).36

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here, we compare three diﬀerent hydrophobic substrates for DNA combing. These polymers have distinct
chemical properties in terms of their ability to form
hydrogen bonds and their polarizability. PMMA is the
least hydrophobic of the tested substrates, with some
propensity for hydrogen bond formation and has been
employed for DNA combing previously.36,39,41 Zeonex
is a cyclic oleﬁn polymer that is polarizable but
which has negligible hydrogen-bonding character,
and CYTOP is a ﬂuorinated polymer with low polarizability and essentially no hydrogen-bonding character.
All substrates are stable under ambient conditions and
compatible with studies at the single-molecule level
using a ﬂuorescence microscope (i.e., they are optically transparent and contain little or no ﬂuorescent
impurities). The polymers are readily deposited onto a
glass microscope slide using spin-coating. We initially
examined the aﬃnity of each surface for DNA by using
an evaporating droplet for deposition and combing. By
far the most eﬃcient DNA deposition is observed on
the Zeonex surface, followed by PMMA and CYTOP,
where barely any DNA is deposited at all (Supporting
Information, Figure 1).
We observed two distinct phases during evaporation of droplets with DNA (Supporting Information,
Figure 2) on Zeonex and CYTOP. The ﬁrst phase
shows evaporation of the droplet and a decrease of
the contact angle while the droplet is pinned at
the same location. During this phase DNA molecules
will accumulate at the contact line due to the wellknown coﬀee ring eﬀect.43 During the second phase,
the contact angle remains mostly constant while
the width of the droplet decreases, and DNA molecules
are deposited linearly on the surface. Consistent with
previous reports,48 on the PMMA a more complex
behavior is seen and a partial mixing of these modes
and phases occurs.
Deposition of DNA on the PMMA is critically dependent on the accumulation of DNA at the droplet edge,
which predominantly occurs during the early phases
of the droplet evaporation. By comparison, relatively
little DNA is tethered to the surface during the latter
phases of evaporation. Hence, the coﬀee ring eﬀect
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Figure 1. DNA deposition on Zeonex from an evaporating droplet. DNA forms a stable attachment to the surface (yellow
image), and the vast majority of these molecules are stretched (blue) as the contact line moves over them as shown in the
merged image. DNA molecules are stained with 50 nM SYBR Gold. Scale bar is 20 μm in length.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of our rolling droplet experiment and microscope images taken of DNA deposition at the
edge of droplets translated across the three diﬀerent surfaces. Deposition is far more eﬃcient on the Zeonex surface than
other substrates. The surface is translated below the droplet with a speed of 1.5 mm/min. Scale bars are 10 μm in length. DNA
is stained with 50 nM SYBR Gold dye (a nonspeciﬁc, groove-binding ﬂuorophore).

and the accumulation of a high DNA concentration at
the solutionairsurface interface play a critical role in
the DNA deposition process on PMMA. In the case
of Zeonex, however, DNA molecules are tethered to
the surface over the entire dropletsurface interface
continuously and throughout the evaporation process,
as shown in Figure 1. As the contact line moves over
these molecules, the majority (approximately 60%)
are stretched, with the remainder detaching from the
surface. Our results indicate that the Zeonex surface
forms a far stronger interaction with the DNA than
does the PMMA. This eﬃcient end-tethering of DNA on
a surface that is both hydrophobic and polarizable is
consistent with the model of partial DNA melting at the
extremities and the association of the bases with the
surface, previously observed during molecular combing experiments. The potential ability of the surface
to form hydrogen-bonding interactions with the DNA
plays a far less signiﬁcant role in the DNA tethering
process, under the conditions we employ.
Deposition using an evaporating droplet is neither
an eﬃcient nor predictable means for achieving the
deposition of large genomes. To achieve a uniform
DNA deposition density across square millimeters of
substrate, we developed a system to translate a microliter droplet of solution slowly across a surface, shown
schematically in Figure 2. Our approach simply involves lowering a disposable pipet tip until it contacts
the droplet. Once the droplet is anchored on the pipet
tip (using capillary forces), the tip is used to drag the
droplet slowly across the surface. Tip motion is controlled using a stepper motor. In this way, the droplet
DEEN ET AL.

can be translated across several centimeters of surface
with a constant velocity. This approach exploits the
ability, that we observed in the evaporating droplets,
of the Zeonex polymer to spontaneously capture DNA
from solution. Images taken at the edge of the droplet during translation, for each of the surfaces, are
shown in Figure 2 (and in Supporting Information,
Videos 13). We routinely deposited DNA across tens
of square millimeters using this approach.
We determined the DNA deposition eﬃciency on
each of the three surfaces by measuring its concentration (using SYBR Gold as a DNA stain) before and after
droplet translation across 5 cm of surface at a constant
velocity of 4 mm/min. We found, using an initial
concentration of 100 pg/μL of DNA and a 2 μL droplet,
that 96% ((7%) of starting material remained in
the droplet after it was translated across the CYTOP
surface, compared with 90% ((8%) of the starting
material in the droplet on PMMA and only 74%
((11%) of the starting material in the droplet on the
Zeonex (Supporting Information, Figure 3). To put this
into some context, a deposition eﬃciency of 25% and
a starting concentration of just 100 pg/μL of DNA
would result in the deposition of approximately
480 kilobase pairs of DNA (corresponding to 12 bacteriophage T7 molecules) per CCD image (55  55 μm).
At this deposition density, optical mapping of the
E. coli genome to 100 depth (∼500 megabases)
would require around 210 images in total; around
34 min of imaging time. Measurement of the length
of deposited phage lambda genomic DNA molecules
on Zeonex gives a mean length of 27.6 μm with a
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Figure 3. Long-exposure confocal microscopy images using ﬂuorescent tracer beads to depict the ﬂow in a microliter droplet
as it is translated across a Zeonex-coated substrate. The six microscopy images show the movement of the tracer beads at
the front (close to the pipet tip) and the back of the droplet, at diﬀerent depths for a 5 s camera exposure. Note that there
are approximately ﬁve times more particles at the surface interface compared with the bulk solution. Scale bar is 100 μm. The
right panel shows the modeled ﬂow proﬁle in the droplet, in the reference frame of the droplet, derived using the microscopy
data. Arrows are vectors indicating the velocity of the ﬂow around the droplet. The circulating ﬂow in the droplet results in a
continuous supply of DNA molecules to the surface, where they can subsequently bind the surface and be stretched.

standard deviation of 1.2 μm; a stretching factor of 1.67
times the solution-phase contour length (16.5 μm) of
this DNA molecule (Supporting Information, Figure 4).
Aqueous droplets translating across hydrophobic
surfaces tend to move using two distinct mechanisms,
i.e., slipping and rolling.49,50 In order to better understand the mechanisms contributing to DNA deposition in our translating droplets we developed a setup
allowing us to image the ﬂow within the droplet as it
was moved across the Zeonex-coated surface. We
maintained the droplet above our objective using a
pipet tip and slowly translated the substrate below the
droplet. Fluorescent tracer beads in the droplet combined with long exposures (5 s) of the camera show
that rather than a capillary ﬂow toward the edge of
the droplet (as observed in evaporating droplets), we
see a caterpillar track-like ﬂow in the translating droplet, Figure 3, which is clearly rolling across the Zeonex.
The ﬂow has the eﬀect of maintaining a constant
concentration of the tracer beads at the surface of
the substrate, and we see the same behavior with DNA
molecules. Flow is driven by the relatively rapidly
moving substrate and slows toward the center of the
droplet. We used this observed ﬂow proﬁle, particularly
in the region close to the translating surface, in order
to inform a more complete model of the ﬂow in the
droplet. Based on the previously reported model of
Mognetti et al.,49 the resulting velocity proﬁle, given for
a vertical cross-section of the rolling droplet parallel to
the direction of the droplet travel, is shown in Figure 3.
Crucially, in the rolling droplet we observe 45 times
more tracer particles at the solidliquid interface
compared to the bulk of the solution (Supporting
Information, Figure 5).
We examined the eﬀect of slowing the translation
speed of the droplet on the DNA deposition eﬃciency
on Zeonex. The model of rolling ﬂow in the droplet
indicates that slowing translation would both increase
the duration that DNA molecules spend in close
DEEN ET AL.

proximity to the surface (increasing the likelihood
of tethering) and decrease the speed of the upward
ﬂow at the trailing edge of the droplet (decreasing
the likelihood of detachment of DNA molecules from
the surface). Indeed, we found a signiﬁcant increase
in deposition eﬃciency with decreasing translation
speed from 2.1 gigabase pairs per mm2 at 2 mm/min
to 0.5 gigabase pairs per mm2 at a translation speed
of 8 mm/min (based on deposition of 40 kilobase pair
T7 phage genomic DNA molecules, Supporting Information, Figure 3).
In order to demonstrate the eﬃcient deposition of
large DNA molecules, we deposited human genomic
DNA and created a composite image of the stretched
molecules on a Zeonex surface. We diluted the DNA
sample to just 170 and 40 pg in two 1 μL droplets,
equivalent to the DNA content of approximately 26
and 6 human cells per droplet, respectively. We observed eﬃcient deposition of DNA molecules of up to
300 kilobase pairs in length from these droplets, as
shown in Figure 4, though the vast majority of the
DNA molecules are fragmented (due to handling prior
to deposition) to lengths between 15 and 80 kbp
(Supporting Information, Figure 6). While it was possible
to deposit far longer DNA molecules (Supporting
Information, Figure 7), protection of DNA against shearing prior to deposition was challenging. Furthermore,
because of the continuous, circulating ﬂow within the
droplet, the deposition eﬃciency is uniform across the
region over which the droplet has been translated.
Finally, in order to demonstrate the applicability of
DNA deposition on Zeonex to optical DNA mapping,
we extracted bacterial (E. coli strain ER2566) genomic
DNA, labeled this at speciﬁc sites (50 -TCGA-30 ) using the
two-step methyltransferase-directed (commercially
available M.TaqI DNA methyltransferase) click chemistry
we reported previously.51 Figure 5 shows the resulting
densely deposited DNA from a 1 μL droplet containing
1 ng of bacterial genomic DNA.
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Figure 4. Fluorescence microscopy images (using an inverted look-up table, where black depicts high photon counts) of
YOYO-1-stained human genomic DNA (extracted from HeLa cells) deposited from a 1 μL droplet containing (a, b)
approximately 170 pg of DNA or (c) 40 pg of DNA. All scale bars are 200 kilobase pairs in length (108 μm). DNA is deposited
and linearized perpendicular to the edge of the rolling droplet resulting in a characteristic deposition pattern.

Figure 5. A total of 1225 tiled ﬂuorescence microscopy images of a sample of E. coli genomic DNA labeled with Atto647N at
sites reading 50 -TCGA-30 using the M.TaqI DNA methyltransferase enzyme in order to direct labeling. The image contains
approximately 500 megabases of genomic material and took of the order of 10 min to acquire.

CONCLUSION
We have identiﬁed a simple, reproducible procedure
for the deposition of DNA on Zeonex-coated microscope
slides. The Zeonex polymer has proven remarkably
DEEN ET AL.

eﬃcient at trapping DNA molecules, compared with
the other substrates (PMMA and CYTOP) we tested. We
measured an average 26% deposition eﬃciency on Zeonex when translating a droplet over 20 mm, compared to
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eﬃciency. Translation of a droplet containing around a
hundred picograms of DNA across the Zeonex surface
enables eﬃcient deposition of gigabases of megabase
pair-long DNA molecules. By simply reducing droplet
translation velocity, DNA can be deposited from
droplets containing minute amounts of material
(a few picograms) for subsequent single-molecule,
single-cell genomic analyses. The key to progressing
this approach to single-cell applications will lie in our
ability to extract and purify DNA from single cells and
to subsequently isolate this DNA in droplets. Single-cell
DNA isolation and manipulation52 are already being
applied in genomics, and as a result the capture of all
of the genomic material from a single cell on a surface
in the near future is a real possibility.

METHODS

allow the agarose to solidify. Fluorescent DNA labeling was
carried out by melting approximately 80 μg of agarose plug
containing the M.TaqI-modifed DNA and adding to this 1 μL of
20 mM Atto647N-azide [dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)],
1 μL 200 μM CuSO4, 25 μL 2 mM THPTA (tris[(1-hydroxypropyl1H-1,2,3-triazol-4-yl)methyl]amine), and 10 μL of 50 mM sodium
ascorbate. This reaction was allowed to proceed for 30 min at
40 C after which the agarose was cooled and washed in 50 mL
phosphate buffered saline solution. Finally, to remove the remaining unbound dye from the sample, the agarose was digested with β-agarase (Fermentas) incubation for 2 h at 42 C and
the DNA subject to two ethanol precipitations with resuspension
in phosphate buffered saline. This purified, labeled DNA was
deposited on Zeonex as described for the T7 and lambda phage
genomes with the exception that no nonspecific DNA stain was
added to the sample prior to deposition.
DNA Deposition. Two μL droplets of the aqueous DNA solution
were deposited onto a functionalized glass coverslip, and a
clean, disposable pipet tip was lowered to contact the droplet
surface. The droplet is translated by moving the tip at a constant
speed using a geared motor in order to ensure uniform deposition of the DNA. DNA deposition was imaged by sliding the
glass substrate over the microscope objective, while holding
the droplet in place using a plastic micropipette tip. For convenience, we used Eppendorf brand tips 0.110 μL, but no
impact on the amount of deposited DNA was noted if the tip
was larger or, indeed a glass capillary was employed for this
purpose. DNA deposition efficiency measurements at the slowest translation speed (2 mm/min) were performed in a sealed
chamber in a humid environment in order to minimize evaporation from the droplet. Again, we noted no effect of humidity on
the DNA deposition efficiency. Rather, we employ the chamber
(a sealed plastic box into which we stream humid air) in order to
minimize droplet evaporation over the ∼30 min period that we
used for deposition at this very slow translation speed.
Imaging. Confocal microscopy was carried out on an
adapted VTHawk system (VisiTech) using Olympus oil immersion
objectives of 20 (0.85 NA) and 100 (1.4 NA). Images were
recorded using an EM-CCD camera (C910013, Hamamatsu)
with scan speeds for the full frame ranging from 0.1 to 10 Hz.
Excitation of fluorophores was achieved using a 488 nm diode
laser, reflected by a 405/488 nm dual band dichroic filter and a
488 nm, 10 nm band-pass excitation filter. Emission was collected
via a 500 nm long pass emission filter.
Wide-ﬁeld imaging was performed using an Olympus IX-83
microscope with a 200 mW 488 nm diode laser coupled to
the microscope via a quad band (405/488/561/635) dichroic
ﬁlter. Emission was collected via a quad band (25 nm band-pass
446/523/600/677) emission ﬁlter coupled to a Hamamatsu
Image-EM EM-CCD camera. Sample scanning was performed
using a Märzhäuser SCAN IM 120  80 stage. All microscope

All materials were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as
described by the manufacturer, unless stated otherwise
Preparation of Glass Substrates. Glass coverslips (22  22 mm,
Menzel-Gläser no. 1.5, Germany) were cleaned to remove any
fluorescent contaminants by incubation in a furnace oven at
450 C for 24 h prior to functionalization.
Zeonex (Zeon Chemicals L.P.) was prepared as a 1.5% w/v
solution in chlorobenzene poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
was prepared as a 1.5% w/v solution in chloroform and
CYTOP (CYTOP CTL-809M, Bellex International Corporation) as
a 3% w/w in the solvent supplied by the manufacturer. A few
drops of each solution were deposited onto a stationary coverslip and were subsequently spun at 3000 rpm for 90s. The
coated coverslips were subsequently dried at 110 C for at least
1 h, prior to use. The coated coverslips can be stored in a
desiccator for several weeks without any noticeable change in
their ability to bind DNA.
DNA Extraction and Staining. A solution containing either E. coli
(ER2566) or HeLa cells was mixed in a 1:1 ratio with molten 1.5%
low melting point agarose and allowed to cool. Cells were lysed
by soaking the cooled agarose plugs overnight in a solution
containing 50 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, 0.1% w/v
sodium dodecyl sulfate, and 0.2 mg/mL proteinase K. Following
lysis the plugs were washed two times in 50 mL of water for 1 h.
For staining with YOYO-1, approximately 50 μg of the cleaned
agarose was mixed with 50 μL of buffer containing 20 mM PIPES
(pH 6.8) and 100 mM NaCl. The agarose was melted by heating
to 72 C for 15 min, cooled to 42 C, and then digested by
addition of 2 μL β-agarase (Fermentas) with incubation for 2 h at
42 C. DNA concentration was determined by UV absorption at
260 nm, the sample was diluted in MES buffer (pH 5.7) containing 200 nM YOYO-1. This solution was incubated at 55 C for
20 min prior to deposition. All pipetting was done using a widebore pipet tip to minimize unwanted shearing of the DNA.
Bacteriophage T7 DNA and bacteriophage lambda DNA
(Yorkshire Bioscience) were diluted to a concentration of
100 pg/μL in 50 mM MES buﬀer (pH 5.7) containing 50 nM SYBR
Gold or 200 nM YOYO-1 (Life technologies) and treated in the
same way as the human genomic DNA.
Methyltransferase-Directed DNA Labeling. A washed agarose plug
(approximately 70 μg) containing E. coli genomic DNA was
heated to 72 C, then cooled to 60 C, and held at this
temperature on a dry heat block. To the molten agarose we
added 10 μL of NEB cutsmart buffer, 10 μL of M.TaqI DNA
methyltransferase (New England Biolabs) and 10 μL of 1 mM
AdoEnYn cofactor (50 -[(S)-[(3S)-3-amino-3-carboxylpropyl](E)pent-2-en-4-ynylsulfonio]-50 -deoxyadenosine).51 This mixture
was incubated at 60 C for 2 h and subsequently cooled
to 50 C when 2.5 μL of 20 mg/mL proteinase K was added.
This was allowed to incubate for a 1 h and then cooled to
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10% for PMMA and 4% for CYTOP. This eﬃciency is
the result of the end attachment of DNA molecules to
the Zeonex surface, which happens spontaneously for
DNA molecules in solution on a Zeonex surface under our
experimental conditions at pH 5.7.
By translating a droplet of DNA over this surface
we can achieve uniform surface coverage of DNA
molecules. Our confocal measurements on the translating droplet showed an internal circulating belt-like
ﬂow, consistent with rolling of the droplet across
the surface. The circulating ﬂow results in a high concentration of DNA molecules at the interface with
the surface, and we are able to exploit this, along with
the ability of Zeonex to spontaneously adsorb DNA
from solution in order to control the DNA deposition
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